Yes No
Child has already been identified through the individual program planning process as needing support in addition to those typically provided by the classroom teacher.
Child requires special assistance in the classroom 
ESL FSL No
Anglophone schools: Child for whom English is not their first language AND who needs additional instruction in English Francophone schools: Child for whom French is not their first language AND who needs additional instruction in French Child for whom the language of instructions is the first language Child who is able to speak another language apart from the language of instruction but is fluent in the language of instruction Child whose first language (developmentally) is not the language of instruction but is fluent in the language of instruction Language of Instruction is the language in which the majority of instruction occurs in the classroom or school board. . This will be either English or French.
French Immersion
• Only for Anglophone communities.
• Francophone classes/schools are not in this category.
• Please indicate whether the class is French Immersion or not.
Other Immersion
• Please indicate if this class is part of an immersion program for a language other than French.
Aboriginal (First Nations, Metis or Inuit)
• Answer 'yes' only if you know that the family have self-identified as Aboriginal on the school registration form.
Yes No Don't Know
Child is a First Nations, Métis, or Inuit Child is NOT First Nations, Métis, or Inuit
Don't know
French Immersion is a program in which primary childs are introduced early to the French language through immersion; however, the main language of the school is English. Therefore, French Immersion teachers are asked to respond to the EDI questions based on their observations of the children's abilities in English. It would be unfair and inaccurate to measure the children's ability in French as for most childs this is their first exposure to the language and assessing their abilities in French would put them at an unfair disadvantage.
If the teacher does not feel comfortable with the question they can indicate 'I don't know'.
Acquisition of a second language is strongly based on the success of the child's acquisition of their first language and many of the skill sets are interchangeable. The questions on the EDI reflect transferable skills and abilities therefore if the child has mastered these skills in French they have most likely also achieved this in English as well.
Teachers are requested to use their best judgment in answering EDI items regarding skills they have not had an opportunity to observe or where it is not part of the philosophy to test/observe the ability or behaviour in English.
Child's First Language(s)
• First language refers to the language a child learned first during his/her development and still can understand (and/or speak).
• Please select up to three languages from the dropdown menus.
• If you cannot find the language you are looking for, please select Other and let us know the name of the language in the comments at the end of the questionnaire.
• If you do not know what the "other" language is, please select Unknown. 
Communicates Adequately in his/her First Language
• If the child communicates adequately in his/her native tongue (based on your observation or parent information) please indicate YES.
• If not please indicate NO.
• If you are uncertain please indicate DON'T KNOW.
Child Status
• A Child child must be currently in your class for you to complete the EDI. If the child is currently in your class but has been there for less than one month, do not complete the rest of the form. This applies to children who have entered the class at some time other than the beginning of the year or who have been off sick or travelling.
• If the child has moved out of this class/school, do not complete the rest of the questionnaire.
• If parents/guardians request that you do not assess their child, mark OTHER and do not fill in the rest of the questionnaire.
NOTE REGARDING THE RANGE OF RATING ANSWERS
In most cases a description of the skills for each rating is provided. Where it is not, a judgment as to the level of skill or ability of the child may be required.
Your judgment should reflect the actual individual child's performance on that measure, not how the child is performing relative to his or her classroom peers.
The DON'T KNOW option should only be used if you have not had the opportunity for observing/testing this particular skill with the child or do not have the required information about the child.
1. About how many regular days has the child been absent since the beginning of school in the fall?
• Each day counts as 1.
Since the start of school in the fall, has this child sometimes, (more than once) arrived:
over-or underdressed for school-related activities
• Refers to the child being dressed appropriately vs. inappropriately for the weather and experiencing a certain degree of discomfort.
Yes No
The child does not have a warm coat for an outside trip in cold weather (underdressed)
OR
Clothes are too heavy in warm weather (overdressed).
Dresses appropriately for the weather or dresses according to comfort and needs.
too tired/sick to do school work
• Refers to a child coming to school with some ailment, a child complaining about feeling sick, or a child being sleepy and/or lethargic, which interferes with his or her participation in school activities (academic or physical).
Yes No
Often or occasionally appears sleepy or complains about feeling sick.
Consistently arrives at school ready to do work and does not appear tired or complain of feeling sick
Since the start of school the child may have either been sent home ill or arrived at school tired, but this has not occurred repeatedly.
The child sometimes or regularly indicates one or more of the following:
• reports having had no breakfast,
• complains of hunger • appears lethargic.
The child never complains of hunger and/or never reports having skipped breakfast.
Would you say that this child:
is independent in washroom habits most of the time
• This question refers to the child knowing when to use the washroom (i.e. does not have "accidents"). The child is able to undo/do up zippers, snaps, buttons on clothing as is required to go to the washroom, and can wash and dry hands by him or herself.
Yes No
The child can do all of the above tasks always or most of the time.
If a child had an accident once early in the school year answer YES
The child cannot do most or all of the tasks listed above or the child has had more than one accident since the beginning of the school year.
ANSWERS ARE: YES, NO OR DON'T KNOW
shows an established hand preference (right vs. left or vice versa)
8. is well coordinated (i.e., moves without running into or tripping over things)
• Includes running, ability to change directions while running, hopping, skipping jumping, etc.
How would you rate this child's:
9. proficiency at holding a pen, crayons, or a brush
• "Proficiency" refers to the level of skill with this task.
• Do not make concessions for the child's limited exposure to writing tools.
Very good / good Average Poor / very poor
Uses precision writing grip all or most of the time.
Sometimes uses precision writing grip, but is not consistent.
Uses fist grip or other dysfunctional grip most or all of the time.
ability to manipulate objects
• Includes the manipulation of smaller objects/toys and items, e.g., etch-a-sketch, threading beads, buttons on clothing.
ability to climb stairs
• If there are no stairs where the child can be observed, please use your professional judgment to answer this question, including, e.g., the ability to climb playground equipment.
• If you have seen the child complete a range of related physical activities such as skipping, running or hopping without any problems then answer Very good / good.
Very good / good Average Poor / very poor
Walks up and down stairs alternating feet all or most of the time.
Walks up and down stairs without difficulty, but not necessarily alternating feet.
Most of the time does not alternate feet, has trouble going up or down.
level of energy throughout the school day

Very good / good Average Poor / very poor
Child does not tire at all or excessively as the day progresses.
Child does tire, but it does not interfere too much with school activities.
Child tires and it interferes or restricts their ability to participate in school activities.
overall physical development
• Includes fine and gross motor skills, stamina, muscle tone, etc.
ANSWERS ARE: VERY GOOD/GOOD, AVERAGE, POOR/VERY POOR OR DON'T KNOW
This section collects information about the child's language and cognitive skills in English. The child may be able to demonstrate these skills in the current operational language (home language), however what we are seeking for this section is information about the language skills needed in the school context in English.
GENERAL NOTES FOR THIS SECTION
How would you rate this child's:
ability to use language effectively in English
• Refers to the child's use of appropriate words/expressions at appropriate times and the child's contribution to conversations.
ability to listen in English
• Refers to the child's ability to listen without visual clues for at least a few minutes.
ability to tell a story
• Refers to the child's skill in retelling a story heard before, using appropriate vocabulary in matching events with words.
Section B: Language and Cognitive Skills
Take into consideration the acquisition and use of language, rather than correct grammar. A formal assessment of language and cognitive skills is not intended.
Rate the child as he/she currently presents and not based on how he/she presented at the beginning of the school year. Responses should be based on an informal knowledge of the child's skills using observations from the past month.
Answer YES if the particular skill has already developed or is developing well. Answer NO if the skill has not yet developed or is developing too slowly.
ANSWERS ARE: VERY GOOD/GOOD, AVERAGE, POOR/VERY POOR OR DON'T KNOW
ability to take part in imaginative play
Very good / good Average Poor / very poor
The child shows lots of imagination and interest in make-believe.
The child shows imaginative and creative ways of play.
The child engages in pretend play easily and naturally.
The child requires encouragement, modeling and/or assistance to engage in pretend play.
ability to communicate own needs in a way understandable to adults and peers
• Refers to the child's ability to use appropriate verbal and, when necessary, non-verbal means to communicate what kind of assistance may be needed in such a way that is understandable to the teacher and other children. This question is not meant as a measure of proficiency in English.
Very good / good Average Poor / very poor
Child can reliably state his/her needs in a way that cannot be misinterpreted, even if it is not done using proper grammatical language, or with help of nonverbal communication, e.g., pointing to appropriate items.
On most occasions the child is able to communicate his/her needs, but clarification may be required at times.
Most of the time, communication of the child's needs is difficult for
peers and adults to understand, requiring repetitions and guesses.
ability to understand on first try what is being said to him/her
• In English • Refers to the child being able to understand simple commands or statements when directly addressed to the child.
Very good / good Average Poor / very poor
The child consistently demonstrates understanding of the spoken information.
The child is able to identify the main ideas from the spoken material by carrying out the task or asking a clarifying question or making a relevant comment.
Most of the time the child demonstrates understanding of the spoken word.
The child carries out the task or asks clarifying questions or makes relevant comments but does not consistently use all three.
The child rarely demonstrates understanding of the spoken word.
That is, the child does not provide an appropriate response to the spoken word.
ability to articulate clearly, without sound substitutions
• In English • Refers to the child's possible speech difficulty, rather than their accent.
Very good / good Average Poor / very poor
None or very few articulation problems in the more advanced areas (e.g., words like "leisure").
The child can articulate clearly most easy words, but still makes sound substitutions.
The child has poor articulation, makes several sound substitutions with most letter-sounds and is difficult to understand.
GENERAL NOTE FOR QUESTIONS 8-21
knows how to handle a book (e.g. turn a page)
Yes No
Knows which way up the book should be held and knows how to turn pages Does not have this knowledge of holding and handling books
is generally interested in books (pictures and print)
• Refers to the child being attentive to books, picking them up to look at them spontaneously, listening at least for a short period of time when a teacher reads or shows a book.
CAUTION:
If you have enough reason to believe that the child understands but chooses not to respond, please still rate as GOOD; the behaviour aspect is rated elsewhere.
The child's exposure to reading material prior to school entry will vary but by January-March, all children will have had some exposure.
Do not overcompensate for a child's lack of exposure when answering these questions. It is not expected that children can read and write by the time they enter school, but it is important to capture information about those who can.
ANSWERS ARE: YES, NO OR DON'T KNOW
is interested in reading (inquisitive/curious about the meaning of printed material)
• Refers to the child either independently trying to "read" a book by themselves, asking to have a book read to them, or listening attentively when books are being read.
Yes
No Asks to have a book read to them OR watches and listens intently when books are read to the class OR asks and answers questions about the content OR will go and select a book to read/view at appropriate times.
Does not indicate interest in books and will lose attention when books are being read to the class.
is able to identify at least 10 letters of the alphabet
• Refers to either upper-case or lower-case letters in alphabetical or random order.
Yes No
The child can identify 10 or more letters. The child cannot identify at least 10 letters.
is able to attach sounds to letters
Yes No
The child is able to attach sounds to letters in most cases (> 50%), regardless of whether or not the sounds start like the name of the letter.
The child is able to attach sounds to a few letters or none at all (< 50%).
is showing awareness of rhyming words
• The rhyming concept may need to be explained for children's whose home language does not have any or many rhyming words (e.g., Arabic). This is worth noting, but it should not influence how you answer the question for these children.
Yes No
When asked, the child provides a rhyming word when given a word or after being provided with an example.
The child may spontaneously speak or sing a list of rhyming words
The child does not provide a rhyming word when given a word or after being provided with an example.
is able to participate in group reading activities
• The child does not need to be familiar with all of the objects in books, such as the names of animals, or need to be reading. Participation as part of the group is all that is of interest.
Yes No
In a group setting, the child attends to, responds to, and/or recognizes objects and ideas in illustrations and text of the reading material.
• (e.g., the child chimes in during choral reading activities or supplies appropriate responses when the teacher omits words.)
In a group setting the child does not attend to, respond to, and/or recognize objects and ideas in illustrations and text of the reading material. • (e.g., the child doesn't chime in during choral reading activities or supply appropriate responses when the teacher omits words.)
is able to read simple words
Yes No
The child reads most commonly used 3-or 4letter words (e.g., mom, dad, cat, dog.)
The child may read simple words with the help of prompts.
The child reads few or no 3-or 4-letter words even with prompts.
is able to read complex words
Yes
No The child reads a few words of two or more syllables (a few of them is enough).
The child may read complex words with the help of prompts.
The child reads no complex words, even with prompts.
is able to read simple sentences
Yes No
The child reads 3-6 word sentences (e.g., The cat sat on the mat; I am…, I like…, I can…).
The child may read simple sentences when prompted.
The use of illustrations to predict meaning is appropriate.
The child does not read simple sentences, even when prompted from others or reference to illustrations.
is experimenting with writing tools
Yes No
The child independently chooses to use pencils, pens, crayons, etc.
The child does not choose to use a variety of writing tools.
is aware of writing directions in English
• This question refers to the child's awareness of writing directions and not the ability to write.
Yes No
The child knows a sentence starts on the left and moves to the right.
This may have been demonstrated through one of the following: mimicking writing direction using a finger, swirling or scribbling left to right (early writing).
The child randomly scribbles or cannot identify the beginning or end of a sentence or where text would begin on a page.
is interested in writing voluntarily (and not only under the teacher's direction)
• Refers to the child's initiative in using writing/drawing tools to scribble, pretend to write, label objects with letters or letter-like symbols.
• An attempt to link letters must be present.
Yes
No The child puts his or her name on work with or without being encouraged, writes messages, attempts to label objects in pictures.
It does not matter whether the words are legible. It only matters that the child is attempting to link letters together.
This must occur on more than one occasion.
The child only attempts to write when instructed by an adult.
is able to write his/her own name in English
Yes No
Without assistance (independently) the child writes his/her first name from memory.
The letters must be in sequence. The letters may be reversed, inverted, upper-case letters, lower-case letters, or a combination of lowerand upper-case letters.
All letters must be present most of the time.
The child writes name only with assistance
OR
The child writes name with letters in random order
The child gets the first and the last letters correct, but the middle ones are usually jumbled
The child misses letters most of the time.
GENERAL NOTE FOR QUESTIONS 22 & 23
is able to write simple words
• Refers to either writing words on his/her own or copying the teacher.
is able to write simple sentences
• Refers to either writing sentences on his/her own or copying the teacher.
is able to remember things easily
• In this instance 'things' refers to all elements of material being taught: facts, events, letters, numbers, book characters, etc. Both long and short term memory should be considered.
Yes No
The child consistently remembers most or all of the new material introduced in the class from one period to another and from day to day.
This may include one or more of the following: some letters or numbers, special interest facts, names of characters in a book read in class recently, words to a song, etc.
The child recalls the names of peers, teachers, and other school personnel most of the time
The child regularly cannot recall recently learned material and/or requires many repetitions of new knowledge to retain it.
The child cannot recall the names of peers and others (refers to them as "him" or "her").
While it is acknowledged that copying the teacher and writing independently are two different skills, these questions are concerned with the end results (i.e., the child's ability to write).
Spelling, punctuation and grammar are not important so long as meaning is conveyed.
is interested in mathematics
• Refers to the child participating eagerly in activities involving voluntary demonstration of skills, such as counting or adding using fingers.
Yes No
The child readily participates in activities involving a selection of math related toys (e.g., counting, sorting, blocks, etc).
The child is reluctant to or does not participate in activities involving a selection of math related toys (e.g., counting, sorting, blocks, etc).
is interested in games involving numbers
• Refers to the child participating eagerly in games involving numbers or the voluntary selection of number-related toys (e.g. counting, sorting blocks).
• If toys are used, they must be used, at least in part, for the purposes they were designed. For instance, counters are used for counting or colour sorting, not just for flicking across the room.
Yes No
The child readily participates in games involving numbers, voluntary selection of number-related toys, etc.
The child participates with encouragement, prompting, or assistance or does not participate in games involving numbers, voluntary selection of number-related toys, etc.
27. is able to sort and classify objects by a common characteristic (e.g., shape, colour, size)
• Refers to the child demonstrating the ability to do one or more of the following: play matching games, separate counters into common colours, or name the number of objects presented (e.g. say three or write the visual symbol for three when three objects are presented).
The child sorts and classifies objects by a number of common characteristics (e.g., shape, size, colour).
The child sorts and classifies objects by only one characteristic (e.g., only colour) or does not sort and classify objects by a common characteristic.
is able to use one-to-one correspondence
• Refers to the child's ability to:
o recognize the fact that numbers change as the number of objects change;
o show understanding of matching games where there has to be the same number of objects on each picture, or;
o play games matching numbers to pictures of the corresponding numbers of objects (e.g. a picture of 2 with a picture of two apples).
is able to count to 20
• Refers to the child's ability to count by rote without mistakes from 1 to 20 most of the time.
is able to recognize numbers 1-10
• Refers to the child's knowing the name and recognizing the visual symbol of the numbers.
Yes No
The child knows the name and recognizes the visual symbol of ALL the numbers 1-10 most of the time; may be with prompting.
The child recognizes only a few of the numbers 1-10 or none at all, even with prompting.
is able to say which number is bigger of the two
• Refers to numerals not objects; only up to 10 (not teens).
Yes No
The child is able to select the larger numeral of the numerals up to 10 but not the teens.
The child cannot do this for small numbers up to ten.
32. is able to recognize geometric shapes (e.g., triangle, circle, square)
The child can point to/select at least three shapes.
The child does not have to identify the shapes by name. This may be prompted.
The child points to fewer than 3 shapes, even when prompted.
understands simple time concepts (e.g., today, summer, bedtime)
• The child demonstrates knowledge of at least one simple time concept, such as a daily time concept.
• Examples include, lunchtime, morning, night.
GENERAL NOTE FOR QUESTIONS 34 TO 40
Special indicates the child demonstrates exceptional skills (capability or aptitude) that are not expected for his or her age in that area.
Special or exceptional refers to a skill or a talent that is greater than the level expected for a typical child. For example, the child's talent is notable to other adults.
If you are not sure if the skill is special or exceptional, indicate NO.
EDI Guide 2020
demonstrates special numeracy skills or talents
• This includes demonstration of numeracy skills and talents in both English and in languages other than English and means that the child is capable of doing mathematical tasks well beyond that expected for his/her age.
• Example: counts to 100 without mistakes; can add and subtract without difficulty; is able to make quick quantitative comparisons without visual props; etc.
demonstrates special literacy skills or talents
• This includes demonstration of literacy skills and talents in both English and in languages other than English and means that the child is capable of demonstrating literacy skills well beyond that expected for his/her age.
• Example: child can read children's books by him/herself; can recite long texts from memory; can recount a story in a creative and/or mature way beyond their age; etc.
demonstrates special skills or talents in arts
• This refers to the child's creative skills, including drawing, storytelling and acting skills.
• Example: artistic creations such as paintings or sculptures, or demonstrations of spatial imagination; active, creative and involved participation in a class play that keeps the classmates engaged, etc.
demonstrates special skills or talents in music
• Example: child plays an instrument or sings with a great degree of skill.
demonstrates special skills or talents in athletics/dance
• This refers to the child's physical skills.
• Example: child exceeds expectations in school sports for example by being able to play with slightly older children; child's dance movements are sophisticated and coordinated, and creative; etc.
demonstrates special skills or talents in problem-solving in a creative way
• Refers to both cognitive and social problem solving
• Example: comes up with a surprising, yet effective, solution to class or everyday tasks on a regular basis.
demonstrates special skills or talents in other areas (specify)
How would you rate this child's: o Emotional: refers to how individuals feel about themselves, others and the world.
• Base your answer to this question on how you view the child's general ability at interacting and relating appropriately to peers and reacting to unexpected contexts, as well as the child's interest in the surrounding world.
ability to get along with peers
Very good / good Average Poor / very poor
The child does well both in one-on-one contexts and in a group.
Child does only moderately well in getting along with peers (e.g., quarrels or takes offence)
AND/OR
is comfortable only in one setting (one-on-one or in a group).
Child is uncomfortable around peers in either groups or one-onone settings AND/OR gets into frequent conflicts with peers.
GENERAL NOTES
Section C: Social and Emotional Development
Below is a list of statements that describe some of the feelings and behaviours of children.
Whenever possible, answer OFTEN OR VERY TRUE, SOMETIMES OR SOMEWHAT TRUE, NEVER
OR NOT TRUE.
For each statement, please choose the answer that best describes the child now, but use the time since the beginning of the school year as your reference frame.
Restrict your responses to your direct observations of the child in the classroom/school environment. For example, if you have not seen a child exhibit a particular behaviour since the beginning of the school year, then the correct answer is NEVER OR NOT TRUE and not DON'T
KNOW.
Keep in mind that too many missing values (which include DON'T KNOW responses) render the questionnaire invalid.
ANSWERS ARE: VERY GOOD/GOOD, AVERAGE, POOR/VERY POOR OR DON'T KNOW
Would you say that this child:
3. plays and works cooperatively with other children at the level appropriate for his/her age • The child can play or perform a task that requires participation of other children for at least a short amount of time.
is able to play with various children
• The child plays with at least three different children on a regular basis.
follows rules and instructions
• Refers to the child's ABILITY to generally follow the class and behaviour rules
• Once rules or schedules have been explained, the child generally has no trouble understanding them and following them. For example, the child knows that it is necessary to put up a hand to speak.
• When given instructions, the child attempts to follow them (although not necessarily accurately).
respects the property of others
• The child asks for permission if he/she wants to play/use an object belonging to another child.
demonstrates self-control
• This may be demonstrated in a variety of ways, such as sharing toys, taking only a 'fair share' of communal food, or displaying emotions in an appropriate manner.
shows self-confidence
• This item indicates that the child is confident in his/her own abilities even in some small area and may be demonstrated by the child's showing pride in some skill (singing, reading), or by describing herself as able to do something, or by calmly approaching a new task.
demonstrates respect for adults
• This may be demonstrated in a variety of ways, such as not interrupting when adults are talking (or does it only occasionally), is polite when addressing adults.
demonstrates respect for other children
• Is attentive to the needs of other children and treats them in the same way they would like to be treated. This may be demonstrated in a variety of ways:
o not usually interrupting other children who are talking;
o taking care of not interrupting other children in their task;
o being careful with other children's work;
o showing an interest in other children and perhaps differences between himself and others.
ANSWERS ARE: OFTEN/VERY TRUE, SOMETIMES/SOMEWHAT TRUE, NEVER/NOT TRUE OR DON'T KNOW
accepts responsibility for actions
• This may be demonstrated in a variety of ways:
o the child doesn't argue back when disciplined o the child does not show attitude when reprimanded, o the child owns up to poor behaviour.
listens attentively
• Child focuses on the teacher/speaker.
• This may be demonstrated both during class activities directed at the whole group (e.g. story telling or introduction of new concepts) and in one-on-one situations.
follows directions
• Refers to the child's actual behaviour: following directions when given, not to the child's ability to do so.
• Answer NEVER OR NOT TRUE if child requires frequent redirecting.
completes work on time
• Completing work on time refers to completion of work within a time frame appropriately provided for the child.
works independently
• This refers to the child's independence within his developmental capacity, i.e. child is able to do certain tasks by himself, and focus on his/her work o when his/her selected centre is "full," another child chooses the book he/she had wanted, when a pencil breaks, water spills, etc. the child chooses an alternative, uses words to express choices, finds a way to "fix" something/the situation.
is able to follow one-step instructions
• This has to be demonstrated by the child following one-step instructions with ease and without requiring frequent redirection or repetition of instructions.
is able to follow class routines without reminders
• Following class routines means that the child can successfully move between regular activities without individual prompting by the teacher. For instance, the child may know the group they are in for reading activities and move to that group instinctively at reading time, or know what they need to take with them to specialist classes (e.g. music or physical education).
is able to adjust to changes in routines
• This could be demonstrated by the child's quick adjustment to returning to school after a holiday break, by not being confused or upset when chairs or tables are rearranged in the classroom, by appropriate behaviour when exposed to unfamiliar teachers (e.g., substitutes when the regular teacher is off).
The intent of questions 19-21 is about engaging with objects, toys, games, and books that are not familiar to the child. The emphasis is on "new" rather than "eager."
Choose the option that best describes the frequency of the child's choice to play with a new toy, game, or book, when the toy, game or book appears in the classroom.
Answer NEVER OR NOT TRUE if the child usually requires assistance from the teacher in such situations.
answers questions showing knowledge about the world (e.g., leaves fall in the autumn, apple is a fruit, dogs bark, etc.)
• Knowledge of the world can include knowledge of the purpose of objects/animals (e.g. animals can be pets or food) knowledge of when events occur and knowledge of what objects do (e.g., boats float in water).
• Questions may be answered through various means, including demonstration of knowledge and understanding through pointing, writing stories, drawing, play-acting or modeling how things work or what things are.
• For Aboriginal children, consider their specific knowledge such as changes associated with the seasons.
shows tolerance to someone who made a mistake (e.g., when a child gives a wrong answer to a question posed by the teacher)
• This refers to the child not teasing or making fun of others who make mistakes or showing that they understand that anybody can make such a mistake.
GENERAL NOTE FOR QUESTIONS 28-35
28. will try to help someone who has been hurt
• Also includes if a child seeks out assistance from an adult.
volunteers to help clear up a mess someone else has made
By the time the EDI is completed, most children will have been exposed to the situations below. Therefore, if they have not shown any of the described behaviours, the appropriate answer is NEVER OR NOT TRUE.
If you have not had a chance to observe the child's behaviour, please choose DON'T KNOW or use your professional judgment to make a selection.
Keep in mind that too many DON'T KNOW answers make the questionnaire invalid.
if there is a quarrel or dispute will try to stop it
• This behaviour is demonstrated by a child who reacts in ways that are appropriate to the context and that will help resolve the conflict, even if he or she is not involved and does not know the people involved.
• This may include one or more of the following:
o the child seeking appropriate assistance from an adult;
o diverting the children involved to another activity;
o discouraging others from being involved;
o placing themselves physically between quarrelling children; or o seeking other ways to defuse the conflict.
• Answer NEVER OR NOT TRUE if you have witnessed the child not trying to help resolve a dispute or find a peaceful solution to a conflict.
• Answer DON'T KNOW if you have never had a chance to observe the child in the context of a conflict between other children.
offers to help other children who have difficulty with a task
• Refers to the child offering to assist when he or she notices peers struggling or in response to a verbal or non-verbal request for assistance.
• Assistance is not imposed and is offered independently without encouragement from the teacher.
• The tasks do not have to be academic (e.g., collecting a block from a high shelf in the classroom or assisting another child in a game on the playground).
• Examples of this behaviour include: demonstrating the skill, sharing their work, or doing some of the task.
NOTE CULTURAL DIVERSITY ALERT
It may be appropriate to enter DON'T KNOW if you think a child does not intervene or avoids intervening out of respect for the children involved or because that is the culturally appropriate behaviour
Children who are overly helpful or who offer help to please the teacher should be rated highly only if they are respectful of other children. Taking over or completing another child's task without consideration of that other child should not be counted.
comforts a child who is crying or upset
• Examples may include a child who offers a toy/book etc. to a crying or upset peer, child who says "don't cry", "don't be sad", or reasons with the other child not to be upset, or suggests to the teacher ways for comforting the upset peer.
33. spontaneously helps to pick up objects, which another child has dropped (e.g. pencils, books)
• In this behaviour, the emphasis is on spontaneity: the child reacts to as if it is a reflex, without being prompted or the expectation of a reward.
• Examples may include picking up sporting equipment, gloves, pencils, with the intention of placing them in their right place or giving back to the owner.
• Do not count if the child claims the objects as his/her own.
will invite bystanders to join in a game
• Probably best observed in unstructured games while on the playground or during free play time in class.
• Examples include child who will call others to join a game already in progress (e.g., asks another child "Do you want to play with us?").
• Do not count if a child invites another to start a game with him/her but will not allow others to join in.
helps other children who are feeling sick
• Also include if child seeks out assistance from an adult.
is upset when left by parent/caregiver
• If the teacher has not had the opportunity to observe the child's behavior upon separation, choose DON'T KNOW
gets into physical fights
• This includes both initiating and being easily provoked to engage in a physical fight as opposed to trying to solve problems in other ways.
CULTURAL DIVERSITY ALERT
Some children may not help because they do not perceive it as their place to touch another person's belongings. In these instances please select DON'T KNOW
bullies or is mean to others
• Bullying and being mean may take the form of physical, emotional or verbal manipulation.
• Examples include: o child makes negative remarks about others; o child intentionally excludes other children from activities or ignores children wanting attention; o child is physically assertive, makes unreasonable requests of peers knowing that they will oblige because they are scared or want to be included. • Rather than focusing on the intent or reasoning behind the actions, please report bullying in instances where the recipient of the actions feels they have been bullied.
kicks, bites, hits other children or adults
• Child displays these actions either in or around the school. The actions may be unprovoked, provoked, or may occur as part of what a child considers 'play', but are performed intentionally.
takes things that do not belong to him/her
• Child may take home something that is clearly explained as exclusively school use, or may take something that belongs to another child without asking.
• There does not have to be an intention of keeping these things (i.e., it is not as serious as stealing).
laughs at other children's discomfort
• Child demonstrates amusement (rather than empathy) when another child is embarrassed, hurt, or upset. o looking around at other children when the class is listening to a story, or when the class is attending an event, like an assembly or a performance.
can't sit still, is restless
• Do not include if the child becomes only occasionally restless when bored, tired, needs to use a toilet/washroom, or is excited waiting for special events, etc.
is distractible, has trouble sticking to any activity
• The emphasis for this question is on the word any.
• Child has difficulty pursuing any activity for the necessary length of time, gets very easily/quickly distracted in an activity by anything happening around him/her, or finds other activities before completing the one started.
fidgets
• In contrast to item 42, this item is more specific and refers to child's moving hands, fingers, feet, head or body, while sitting in one spot.
is disobedient
• Child disobeys direct requests and instructions, even though he/she knows that this is inappropriate.
has temper tantrums
is impulsive, acts without thinking
• Child unintentionally acts in a way that may inconvenience or distract others.
• Child appears to act without considering others or consequences and is not able to selfmonitor his or her actions.
• o child who always wants to be first in line;
o child always wants to receive resources/things first.
cannot settle for anything for more than a few moments
• Child cannot engage in an activity (whether teacher-directed, self-chosen or play), except for a very brief period. For example, when given a task, the child:
o leaves seat in classroom;
o is easily distracted by extraneous stimuli;
o does not focus on task/activity; o does not follow through to complete a task.
is inattentive
• Child fails to give close attention to details or makes careless mistakes.
• Child has difficulty sustaining attention in tasks or play activities.
• Child does not seem to listen when spoken to directly.
• Child loses things necessary for tasks or activities (e.g., toys, assignments, pencils, books, or tools)
• Child does not follow through on instructions and fails to finish schoolwork (not due to failure to understand instructions).
• Child daydreams.
seems to be unhappy, sad or depressed
• This is distinct from being tired though they may look similar.
• Children may appear withdrawn, be unenthusiastic and tend not to smile much.
appears fearful or anxious
• Examples of a fearful or anxious child include:
o a child who is scared of new things and perhaps even new routines;
o a child who usually waits until others have attempted a new task before fully engaging;
o a child who is unsure of her abilities to cope with a task (e.g., child says "I can't do it; I don't know how to do it" even though they should be able to ).
appears worried
• This refers to expectations that things will go wrong, for example that something expected would not happen without a reason.
• Child may be troubled (concerned) by things that should not be causing any worry.
cries a lot
• This item refers to the child crying regardless of the reason and whether it would typically elicit distress.
is nervous, high-strung or tense
• This refers to the child being sensitive, easily excitable, uneasy, or nervous.
• This can happen either in situations where some degree of nervousness is appropriate (e.g., before public performance), or in situations where it is not obviously apparent what the cause of the anxiety might be.
Depending on the child and the frequency of the behaviour, select: OFTEN OR VERY TRUE OR SOMETIMES OR SOMEWHAT TRUE.
is incapable of making decisions
• Child takes an inappropriately long time to do one or more of the following:
o choose books to read/look at during silent reading;
o decide where to sit on the mat;
o decide which colour pencil to use.
• Child often waits for others to make a decision and mimics them, or requires adult direction or explicit instructions to make appropriate decisions.
is shy
• This may be demonstrated by the child being unwilling to initiate interaction with other children, or rarely volunteering for anything, or taking a long time to get used to new things and new people -for example other teachers, or children.
sucks a thumb/finger
• Also refers to sucking a piece of clothing, a piece of hair, etc. In this section, SPECIAL refers to the needs already noted on the cover page as SPECIAL NEEDS, and any other difficulties that the child is currently experiencing.
Does the child have a problem that influences his/her ability to do school work in a regular
If in doubt whether a particular impairment is included in the categories listed please mark it as OTHER and explain 
Please base your answers on TEACHER OBSERVATION OR MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS AND/OR PARENT/GUARDIAN INFORMATION
1) Receive services from an early intervention program
• Early intervention is applied to children who have a special need that may impact their development; it includes services usually for the child, and sometimes the whole family. Early intervention services are focused on remediating existing developmental problems such as speech impairment, a physical disability, or behaviour management. A child/family may be receiving early intervention services through hospitals, clinics, etc.
2) Attend the Pre-Primary Program
3) Attend/was cared for by one or more of the following: a. Centred-based child care (Licensed child care) b. Family home daycare c. Non-parent/guardian in the home or outside of the home (e.g. trusted friend/neighbor, babysitter, grandparent, other family member)
To the best of your knowledge, please mark all that apply to this child. Please note that this information should come through conversation with the parent(s)/guardian(s)
Section E: Additional Questions
